A novel XPD mutation in a compound heterozygote; the mutation in the second allele is present in three homozygous patients with mild sun sensitivity.
The XPD protein plays a pivotal role in basal transcription and in nucleotide excision repair (NER) as one of the ten known components of the transcription factor TFIIH. Mutations in XPD can result in the DNA repair-deficient diseases xeroderma pigmentosum (XP), trichothiodystrophy (TTD), cerebro-oculo-facial-skeletal syndrome, and in combined phenotypes such as XP/Cockayne syndrome and XP/TTD. We describe here an 18-year-old individual with mild sun sensitivity, no neurological abnormalities and no tumors, who carries a p.R683Q mutation in one allele, and the novel p.R616Q mutation in the other allele of the XPD gene. We also describe four patients from one family, homozygous for the identical p.R683Q mutation in XPD, who exhibit mild skin pigmentation and loss of tendon reflexes. Three homozygous patients presented with late-onset skin tumors, and two with features of premature aging and moderate cognitive decline. Cells from the compound heterozygous individual and from one of the patients homozygous for p.R683Q exhibited similar responses to UV irradiation: reduced viability and defective overall removal of UV-induced cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers, implying deficient global genomic NER. Cells from the compound heterozygous subject also failed to recover RNA synthesis after UV, indicating defective transcription-coupled NER. Mutations affecting codon 616 in XPD generally result in functionally null proteins; we hypothesize that the phenotype of the heterozygous patient results solely from expression of the p.R683Q allele. This study illustrates the importance of detailed follow up with sun sensitive individuals, to ensure appropriate prophylaxis and to understand the mechanistic basis of the implicated hereditary disease.